Now we have a Solar Farm…

**what changes for Fort Chipewyan residents?**

The short answer is Nothing and Everything.

**Nothing Changes** - your electricity works as before.

**Everything Changes** - all the power you use is now cleaner.

### Before the Solar Farm
- Power for Fort Chip Homes
- Power for Fort Chip Businesses
- Power for Fort Chip Industry

### Fort Chipewyan Power Generation
- Diesel Only

### After the Solar Farm
- Cleaner Power for Fort Chip Homes
- Cleaner Power for Fort Chip Businesses
- Cleaner Power for Fort Chip Industry

- Fort Chipewyan Power Generation
  - Diesel + Solar

On bright, sunny days almost all of the power used by Fort Chip will come from the sun.

What about the price?
- Fort Chip residents pay the same price for electricity as all Albertans - NO CHANGE

> Fort Chipewyan
> Power Generation
> Diesel Only

> Fort Chipewyan
> Power Generation
> Diesel + Solar